Tempo-Games LLC

**Tempest™**

The Tempest™ chess clock is world-famous, novel entry into an old category of game clocks. It’s an all-new concept combining App based software with a mechanical rocker, and when combined in such a fashion the base and the phone become a hybrid and unique ‘chess clock’ - One of a kind. Patent pending. Successfully crowdfunded to bring it to market in 2021.

Tempo Games LLC (the parent company of Tempest) has invested in marketing and developing Tempest chess clocks and the Tempest brand itself. Tempo Games’ marketing investments include copyrighting, photography, videography, and influencer marketing campaigns.

**OUR TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS**

Our trademarks (product names), logos, and copyrights (product designs, our photographs, our videos) are among Tempest’s most valuable assets. The TEMPEST name and trademark, and all other trademarks owned by the Tempo-Games company, may be used only on finished products made or marketed by Tempo-Games itself. Even if an item such as a chess clock which is sold on eBay looks like a Tempest clock superficially, describing that item as a "Tempest clock" is misleading if the clock itself is not manufactured by Tempo-Games under the Tempest brand name. Such a chess clock could properly be described as a "comparable to a" or "like a" Tempest clock. Tempest’s well-known trademarks include TEMPEST the cross/checkerboard logo, the unique touch UI settings (unique among chess clocks). Even those selling complete chess sets may not use the TEMPEST trademark or Tempest’s own photography (copyrighted) or other copyrighted materials (copy, photos, and videos owned by Tempo-Games LLC) without Tempest express written consent.